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QUARTERLY UPDATE

January - March 2021

Get back to 
work faster  
and easier 

with HiKOKI



6POWER TOOLS
WARRANTY*

YEAR

 *6 year warranty on selected products with online registration. 
  For details visit hikokipowertools.com.au 

 For more information visit   
hikokipowertools.com.au

*Via redemption, while stocks last.
Log on to hikokipowertools.com.au and follow the links.  
Offer valid for eligible purchases from January 1st – March 31st 2021.
Full terms & conditions apply.

GET BACK TO  
THE GRIND 

WITH THESE

BONUS OFFERS

HURRY! THIS OFFER WON’T LAST LONG

REDEEM A 

FREE 
SEARCH LIGHT 

 & SHAKER 
WITH SELECTED 

COMBO PACKS*

• KC18DBDL(HRZ)

• KC18DPL(HRZ)

• KC18DDBL(HRZ)

• KC18DBSL(HAZ)

• KC18DDBL(HCZ)

• KC36DBDL(HRZ)

• KC36DPL2(HRZ)

• KC36DDBL(HRZ)

• KC36DRBL2(HRZ)

ELIGIBLE COMBO PACKS:

RRP $249

REDEEM A 

FREE 
BLUETOOTH SPEAKER 

 & SHAKER 
WITH SELECTED 

COMBO PACKS*

•  18VFRAMERCOMBO1(HRZ)

•  18VFRAMERCOMBO2(HRZ)

•  18VFRAMERCOMBO4(H2Z)

•  18VCHIPPYCOMBO3(HRZ)

•  18VCHIPPYCOMBO4(HRZ)

• KC36D5P(HRZ)

• KC18D5P(HRZ)

• KC18D6P(HRZ)

• KC36D5B(HRZ) 

• KC36D8B(HRZ) 

• KC36D5A(HRZ)

ELIGIBLE COMBO PACKS:

RRP $419

REDEEM 

FREE 
MULTIVOLT BATTERIES 

 & SHAKER 
WITH SELECTED 

COMBO PACKS*

• KC36D8P(HRZ)

• KC18D8P(HRZ)

• KC18D12P(HRZ)

• KC36D12P(HRZ)

ELIGIBLE COMBO PACKS:

RRP $378



NEW

28mm
ØØ

Tube length

824mm

faster than a 
wire model

40%

Advantages of vibration:

Vibrators force the trapped air out of the mixture leaving 
the final product a more compact and level slab. It is not 
uncommon to see small bursts of air surfacing from the wet 
mixture when the vibrator is being used correctly. 

Applications:
	■ Retaining walls
	■ Concrete sleepers
	■ Stock troughs
	■ Fence posts

	■ Water tanks
	■ Precast pits
	■ Stairs
	■ Kerbing

Vibrating concrete is critical because by removing air pockets 
and packing the aggregate particles together, it increases the 
density and strength of the concrete. Tightly packed particles 
will result in a stronger, more durable concrete structure. 
Concrete which has not been vibrated is full of small air 
pockets (sometimes known as honeycombing) which results in 
a poor finish and weak structure. 

Why Use a Concrete Vibrator:

Exceptional performance 
to get the job done 
faster and easier
36V Brushless Concrete 
Vibrator MultiVolt with
Brushless motor

Protective  
cover battery

36V Brushless Concrete Vibrator
Model: UV3628DA(H4Z)

Available in Naked only

ET36A AC/DC Adapter 
compatible sold separately.

Features:
	■ Flexible shaft assembly
	■ Easy to mode selection function
	■ On lock switch for continuous operation
	■ 3 dist protective covers
	■ Powerful brushless motor

Specifications:
	■ Flexible assembly:  

28mm in diameter / 824mm in length
	■ No-load vibration frequency:  

12,500min-1 (normal mode) /  
15,200min-1 (power mode)

	■ Dimensions  (L x H): 1,405 x 22mm
	■ Weight: 4.2kg (inc. battery)

$599
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Multivolt Products

36V Brushless 185mm 
Slide Compound Mitre Saw 
C3607DRA(H4Z)

	■ Twin belt drive for low noise and smooth cutting
	■ Motor head slides on fixed pipe to optimise use in 

narrow spaces
	■ Laser guide system for improved accuracy
	■ Twin LED light included

Available Naked Only

$2,499

36V Brushless SDS Plus  
Rotary Hammer with Quick 
Release Chuck 
DH36DPC(HRZ)

$949

36V Brushless 254mm Table Saw 
C3610DRJ(H4Z)

	■ Blade diameter at 254mm
	■ Adjustable rip fence (max extension 35")
	■ Brushless DC motor
	■ Soft Start
	■ Electric Brake (switches off after 3 seconds)

Available Naked Only

$1,199

36V Brushless Jig Saw  
with Barrel Handle 
CJ36DB(H2Z)

	■ Tool-less blade change
	■ 4-stage orbital operation
	■ Auto Mode
	■ High cutting performance
	■ On-lock function to enable  

continuous work
	■ Constant speed  

control
Available Naked Only

$1,449

36V Brushless 185mm  
Circular Saw  
C3607DA(HRZ)

	■ Electric brake
	■ Silent mode reduces noise and power consumption
	■ Compact and lightweight
	■ Kickback mitigation

$769

36V Brushless Jig Saw  
with Top Handle 
CJ36DA(H2Z)

	■ Tool-less blade change
	■ 4-stage orbital operation
	■ Auto Mode
	■ High cutting performance
	■ On-lock function to enable  

continuous work
	■ Constant speed control

Available Naked Only

$389

36V Brushless 255mm Slide 
Compound Mitre Saw 
C3610DRA(HAZ)

	■ Lightweight for easy transport
	■ Laser line for accurate and easy cutting
	■ Soft start reduces recoil force at motor  

start up for user safety
	■ LED light included
	■ Positive mitre stops for quick  

and easy adjustment

$389

36V Brushless Reciprocating Saw 
CR36DA(HGZ)

	■ 4 step speed selection switch
	■ Orbital & swing cutting mechanism
	■ Twin rotation counterweight system
	■ Bright LED
	■ Large pivot hook

$749

36V Brushless SDS Max  
Rotary Hammer 
DH36DMA(HAZ)

	■ 8.5 joules high impact energy
	■ 2 mode: rotation + hammering and hammer only
	■ Electronic 4 mode speed adjustment
	■ Neutral lever allows for multiple chisel positions
	■ LVH (Low Vibration Handle)
	■ RFC (Reactive Force Control)

$1,399

This is the technical advance that trade professionals have been 
waiting for.

A next generation battery system which offers the ultimate flexibility 
of instantly switching from powering 36V tools to powering virtually 
every one of our 18V tools.

HiKOKI MultiVolt. It’s AC Power with DC freedom now made even 
better by a level of convenience and superior technology you won’t 
get from other manufacturers.

Double voltage supply in one battery means you simply snap it 
into place and power on, regardless of whether you’re using  
36V or 18V tools.

This MultiVolt BSL 36A18 battery is compact and lightweight. In fact, it’s 
almost the same size and weight as an existing 18V battery. However, 
when paired with 36V tools, it delivers electric class cordless power.

Now, whether you’re working with 18V or 36V, with one quick click 
you’re powering on.

* References: 1. Not compatible with the following existing batteries: BSL3620/3625/3626/3660, BSL18xx and BSL14xx series. 2. Not compatible with the existing 36V products that are compatible with BSL3620, 
BSL3625, BSL3626 or BSL3660. 3. Not compatible with the 14.4-36V UC36YRSL charger and the following 18V tools: AW18DBL/C18DBL/R18DSAL/UB18DGL/UF18DSL/UF18DSAL/UR18DSL/UR18DSAL/UR18DSDL.

HiKOKI MultiVolt. 36V battery power 
compatible with your 18V tools* 

	■ RFC (Reactive Force Control)
	■ 3 mode: rotation + hammering, hammer only  

and rotation only
	■ Electronic 4 mode speed adjustment
	■ Quick release chuck allows switching between SDS 

plus and 13mm keyless
	■ Neutral lever allows for multiple chisel positions
	■ Optional dust extraction unit 402934

Kits Include: 2 x Li-Ion Slide Battery A (BSL36A18) and 1 x Rapid Charger with Cooling & USB Port (UC18YSL3(H0Z) 
RRP (recommended retail price) is a suggestion only and no need to comply.4



36V Brushless Impact (Hammer) 
Driver Drill 
DV36DA(HRZ)

	■ RFC (Reactive Force Control)
	■ 2 speed gearbox with all metal gears
	■ 13mm all metal keyless chuck
	■ 22 stage adjustable clutch

$699

36V Brushless Driver Drill 
DS36DA(HRZ)

	■ RFC (Reactive Force Control)
	■ 2 speed gearbox with all metal gears
	■ 13mm all metal keyless chuck
	■ 22 stage adjustable clutch

$669

36V Brushless High Torque  
19mm (3/4") Impact Wrench 
WR36DA(HRZ)

	■ 1,800Nm high torque performance
	■ IP56 dust and water resistant
	■ 4 step tightening mode selector
	■ Highly durable hammer case

$819

36V Brushless High Torque 
12.7mm (1/2") Impact Wrench 
WR36DB(HRZ)

	■ 1,650Nm high torque performance
	■ IP56 dust and water resistant 
	■ 4 step tightening mode selector  
	■ Highly durable hammer case 

$819

36V Brushless 12.7mm (1/2") 
Impact Wrench 
WR36DC(HRZ)

	■ 320Nm maximum tightening torque 
	■ IP56 dust and water-resistant
	■ 5 tightening mode selector
	■ Dedicated wood mode for tightening  

into wood materials
	■ Compact and  

lightweight design
	■ Easy to attach and  

remove the socket

$779

36V Brushless Impact Driver 
WH36DB(HRZ)

	■ Triple hammer anvil reduces vibration and “cam-out”
	■ IP56 dust and water resistant
	■ 4 step tightening mode selector
	■ Exceptional ergonomics

$749

  

36V Brushless 125mm Angle 
Grinder with Slide Switch
G3613DA(HRZ)

	■ Auto mode function
	■ Fast brake system stops the disc within 2 seconds
	■ Soft start, kickback reduction, restart protection
	■ Variable speed dial
	■ Compact grip circumference

$719

36V Brushless 125mm Angle 
Grinder with Paddle Switch
G3613DB(HRZ)

	■ Auto mode function
	■ Fast brake system stops the disc within 2 seconds
	■ Soft start, kickback reduction, restart  protection
	■ Variable speed dial
	■ Compact grip circumference

$739

Kits Include: 2 x Li-Ion Slide Battery A (BSL36A18) and 1 x Rapid Charger with Cooling & USB Port (UC18YSL3(H0Z)  
RRP (recommended retail price) is a suggestion only and no need to comply.

36V Brushless SDS 
Plus Rotary Hammer  
DH36DPE(H4Z)

$599

	■ Idle striking prevention mechanism
	■ Variable 3 speeds
	■ Kickback &  soft start control
	■ Auto stop function
	■ Anti vibration counterweight
	■ Power / save mode
	■ Optional dust extraction unit

Available Naked Only

NEW
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36V Brushless 230mm Angle 
Grinder with Trigger (Deadman) 
Switch 
G3623DA(H4Z)

	■ Auto mode function
	■ Fast brake system stops the disc within 2 seconds
	■ Soft start, kickback reduction, restart  protection
	■ Compact grip circumference

Available Naked Only

$519

36V Brushless 200mm  
Cordless Mixer 
UM36DA(H4Z) 

	■ Brushless Motor
	■ Two Speed Modes
	■ Trigger Switch
	■ Consistent Speed Control

Available Naked Only

$499

2 Piece 36V Brushless 
Combination Pack 
KC36DBDL(HRZ)

	■ DV36DA(H4Z) Brushless Impact (Hammer) Driver Drill
	■ WH36DB(H4Z)  Brushless IP56 Triple Hammer  

Impact Driver
	■ BSL36A18 x 2 Li-ion Slide Battery           
	■ UC18YSL3(H0Z) Rapid Charger  

with Cooling & USB Port
	■ Stackable Carry Case III  

$779

3 Piece Brushless  
Combination Pack 
KC36DDBL(HRZ)

	■ DV36DA(H4Z) 36V Brushless Impact (Hammer) Driver 
Drill

	■ WH36DB(H4Z) 36V Brushless IP56 Triple Hammer  
Impact Driver

	■ G3613DB(H4Z) 36V Brushless 125mm Angle Grinder  
with Paddle Switch 

	■ BSL36A18 X 2 Li-ion Slide Battery  
	■ UC18YSL3(H0Z) Rapid Charger With Cooling  

& USB Port
	■ 2 x  Stackable Carry Case III

$999

12 Piece Combo Kit 
KC36D12P(HRZ)

 	■ DV36DA(H4Z)
	■ WH36DB(H4Z)
	■ WR36DC(H4Z)
	■ G3613DB(H4Z)
	■ DH36DPA(H4Z)
	■ C3607DA(H4Z)
	■ CR36DA(H4Z)
	■ CJ36DA(H2Z)  
	■ UB18DA(W4Z)

	■ R18DSL(H4Z)
	■ RB18DSL(H4Z)
	■ UR18DSDL(H4Z)
	■ UC18YTSL(H0Z)
	■ BSL36A18 x 4 

MultiVolt Batteries
	■ Premium Site Bag 

(402096)

$3,999

One System. One Solution.

BSL36B18** BSL36A18

HiKOKI built 
to perform
HiKOKI leads the industry in precision 
engineering that delivers maximum durability 
and reliability.

Through a rigorous process of design, testing 
and analysis, we are constantly striving to be the 
best at providing high quality and reliable power 
tools for trade professionals.

We know that our customers want tools that 
go the distance without compromising on 
performance. We help tradies get the job done 
faster and easier!

36V Brushless Vibrator
UV3628DA(H4Z)

	■ Outstanding performance
	■ Mode select function
	■ Powerful brushless motor
	■ 3 dust-protective covers

Available Naked Only

$599

NEW

NEW

8 Piece MultiVolt Brushless 
Combination Pack 
KC36D8P(HRZ)

$2,499

	■ DV36DA(H4Z) 
	■ WH36DB(H4Z)
	■ G3613DB(H4Z) 
	■ DH36DPA(H4Z) 
	■ C3607DA(H4Z) 
	■ CR36DA(H4Z) 

	■ UB18DA(W4Z) 
	■ UR18DSML(H4Z) 
	■ BSL36A18 X 2 Li-ion 

Slide Batteries 
	■ UC18YSL3(H0Z) 
	■ Premium Site Bag 

(402096)

4 Piece MultiVolt Brushless 
Combination Pack 
KC36D4A(HRZ)

	■ DV36DA(H4Z) 
	■ WH36DB(H4Z) 
	■ G3613DB(H4Z)
	■ DH36DPA(H4Z) 

	■ BSL36A18 X 2 Li-Ion 
Slide Battery 

	■ UC18YSL3(H0Z) 
	■ Large Site Bag 

(402094)

$1,429

36V Brushless Rebar  
Cutter & Bender 
VB3616DA(HGZ)

	■ Reverse rotation mode for precision angle alignment
	■ 4 angle settings from 45° to 180°
	■ Brushless DC motor
	■ Cutting and bending in one unit
	■ Excellent cutting and bending performance
	■ Reverse rotation mode for precision angle alignment
	■ Controller to prevent interruption of bending/

cutting operation
Available Kit Only

NEW

$3,699

RRP (recommended retail price) is a suggestion only and no need to comply.
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36V Cordless Trimmer 
CG36DA(H4Z)

	■ Brake mechanism
	■ Coreless disc motor
	■ Straight shaft
	■ Adjustable speed dial
	■ Power indicator lamp
	■ Auto power-off function

Available Naked Only

$549

36V Cordless Chain Saw 
CS3630DA(H4Z)

	■ High cutting performance per charge
	■ Light weight
	■ LED lit oil level indicator
	■ Mechanical kick-back brake
	■ Compact rear handle design for more control
	■ Tool-less chin adjustment
	■ Storage hook

Available Naked Only

$439

36V Brushless Blower 
RB36DA(H4Z)

	■ Powerful air volume
	■ 4 mode switch and turbo mode
	■ Compact and well-balanced

Available Naked Only

$399

36V 560mm Hedge Trimmer 
CH3656DA(H4Z)

	■ Longer run time per charge
	■ Triple edged blade for fine cut
	■ Slim grip main handle and wide sub handle
	■ 4-stage speed selector button
	■ Soft grip handles

Available Naked Only

$399

36V Brushless Cleaner 
RP3608DA(H4Z)

	■ Wet & Dry applications
	■ Equivalent suction power to AC tool
	■ Can still operate with 1 battery only
	■ Air blow cleaning system allows for  

consistent high suction power
	■ Brushless motor
	■ Standard accessories: Polyethylene 

bag (10pcs), crevice nozzle for fluid 
& pipe assembly kit

Available Naked Only

$699

4 Port Multi Charger 
UC18YTSL(H0Z)

	■ Can be switched between “Rapid Charge (one by one)” or “simultaneous charge”
	■ 2 x USB ports
	■ Can be powered by engine generators
	■ 2 stage overcharge protection system – stop current detection system and a built-

in battery temperature sensor
	■ Charge indicator lamp to check status of each battery

36V Battery Adaptor
ET36A(H0Z)   

$359

  Ability to connect cordless MultiVolt tools to AC 
power socket for unlimited runtime

  Adaptor is a comparable size and shape to 
BSL36B18 providing unlimited runtime without 
any additional weight or bulkiness

  Adaptor cord can be adjusted from 90 - 180 
degrees for added convenience

  Not compatible with MultiVolt Grinders

$299

RRP (recommended retail price) is a suggestion only and no need to comply.
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HiKOKI Power Tools Australia reserves the right to change specifications of tools, parts and accessories of HiKOKI power tools without notice. Product images are for 
display purposes only. Accessories not included unless otherwise stated. Product information should be confirmed at time of purchase. Errors and omissions excepted.
The price set out or referred to herein is a recommended price only and there is no obligation to comply with the recommendation.

Distributed by:

hikokipowertools.com.au

Follow us on our social media channels  
and never miss out on HiKOKI news

HiKOKI Power Tools Australia Pty. Ltd. 
Unit 1, 10 Boden Road, Seven Hills, NSW 2147
PO Box 6645, Blacktown DC, NSW 2148

Tel. 1300 444 822 

Developing innovative technologies in Japan since 1948. 6POWER TOOLS
WARRANTY*

YEAR

 *6 year warranty on selected products with online registration. 
  For details visit www.hikokipowertools.com.au 


